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While We’re Celebrating: A Critical Moment for Canada

B

y the time Labour Day rolls around
this year there is no doubt that the
writ drop for the October Federal Election
will be imminent.
The past four years of Liberal government have been marked by scandals, backto-work legislation, and heaps of broken
promises. Federal workers still aren’t
being paid properly, if at all, as a result of
the ongoing Phoenix Pay debacle. Climate
change, reconciliation, affordability, and
many other crucial issues remain the subject of substantial lip service and minimal
action.
We were promised real change but
received exactly what should have been
expected. The Liberal Party has a long
history of campaigning from the left and

governing from the right. Along with the
Conservative Party, they are two sides of
the same coin. They depict themselves as
the alternative to one another, yet both
govern in the interests of the wealthy elite.
We are being fed the same line once
again this year. Both the Conservative
Party (CPC) and the offshoot extremeright People’s Party (PPC) are offering
themselves up as the solution, looking for
that Trump-style right-populist appeal.
So far it doesn’t seem to be working too
well for either Scheer or Bernier but given
the outcome of several recent provincial
elections we ought not grow complacent.
The election of either of these parties
could spell disaster for working people on
a scale that would humble even Stephen

Harper’s record. The divisive approach of
these parties is not accidental. They aim
to drive wedges between us along lines of
race, gender, citizenship status, and more.
In doing so they hope to clear the way to
dismantle hard-fought progressive gains
in the interests of profit, not people. Don’t
be fooled. A vote for the CPC or PPC is
a vote to jump out of the frying pan and
into the fire.
Instead we need to vote for candidates
who will implement universal pharmacare, protect pensions, and tackle climate
change while creating good jobs and
ensuring a just transition into a new green
economy for all workers. We need to vote
for the candidates who will uphold the
right to strike and collectively bargain.

LABOUR DAY GREETINGS

And we need to vote for the candidates
who will unite with us against racism and
bigotry.
So, while we’re celebrating Labour
Day, let’s take a moment to talk politics.
This is a critical moment for Canada, and
its up to all of us to decide.
Stephen von Sychowski
President, Vancouver &
District Labour Council
The Vancouver and District Labour
Council acknowledges that its offices
reside on the unceded territory of
the Coast Salish peoples, including
the Musqueam, Squamish, and
Tsleil-Waututh nations.
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By Alesha Hayes

J

ordan’s Principle functions as an essential mechanism
for ensuring human, constitutional, and treaty rights of
Indigenous children. By establishing a procedure to guarantee immediate care for Indigenous children, Jordan’s
Principle provides access to public services ordinarily available to other Canadian children so Indigenous
children do not experience service denials, delays, or
disruptions related to their First Nations status.
Jordan’s Principle is named to honour Jordan River
Anderson, an Indigenous child from Norway House
Cree Nation in Manitoba. Jordan was born with Carey
Fineman Ziter Syndrome, a rare muscular disorder that
required medical treatment in a Winnipeg hospital.
After spending the first two years of his life in a hospital,
doctors felt he could return home. A disagreement
between the province of Manitoba and the Canadian
federal government on who should pay for his at home
care caused Jordan to remain the hospital, and he died at
the age of five years old in 2005. Jordan never knew what
it was like to live in his family home.
After reflecting on Jordan’s Principle, I was reminded
of when at 5 years old I was in the hospital for a couple
of weeks with severe pneumonia. I shared a room with a
girl who had polio. During the time I was there a couple
of other children came and went. The nurses and doctors
where nice, but it was lonely and frightening. I can’t
imagine if that was my whole world.
Responsibility for services to First Nations children
is often shared by federal, provincial/territorial, and First
Nations governments; in contrast, funding and delivery
of these same services to most other children in Canada
falls solely under provincial/territorial jurisdiction.
Canadian federal and provincial governments often dispute financial responsibility for services for Indigenous
children, resulting in children being left waiting for
services they desperately need. Due to structural racism
in Canadian systems of governance and healthcare,
Indigenous children are denied services that are available
to other children.

HAPPY LABOUR DAY
Jenny Kwan, MP

A Members Motion (M-296) endorsing the adoption
of Jordan’s Principle was unanimously passed in the
Canadian House of Commons in 2007. The federal
government subsequently led a governmental response
to Jordan’s Principle, facilitating the development of
federal and provincial/territorial policies and procedures
for identifying Jordan’s Principle cases and resolving
jurisdictional disputes over payment or provision of
services to individual First Nations children. This process
resulted in a limited application of Jordan’s Principle by
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada to children living on reserve with a disability or short-term condition.
In a landmark ruling on January 26, 2016, the
Canadian Human Rights Tribunal ordered the federal
government to immediately stop applying a limited and
discriminatory definition of Jordan’s Principle, and to
immediately take measures to implement the full meaning and scope of the principle.
On July 6, 2016, Indigenous and Northern Affairs
Canada submitted a compliance report to the Tribunal
providing an update on its implementation of the principle. In the submission, the government committed
to invest up to $382 million to implement a broader
application of Jordan’s Principle.
Despite the increase in funding, the governmental
response to the application of Jordan’s Principle does
not reflect the vision and intention for service delivery
advanced by First Nations and endorsed by the House of
Commons. Reviews by the Canadian Paediatric Society
and UNICEF Canada have highlighted shortcomings in
the governmental response to Jordan’s Principle, and the
First Nations Child and Family Caring Society is asking
for all governments to work together to fully practice the
intention and spirit of Jordan’s Principle.
Alesha Hayes is the Business Development Coordinator
for the Indigenous Perspectives Society – Creating
Excellence through Training and Leadership. A
non-indigenous ally, Alesha was born and raised in
Secwepemc territory and now enjoys life in beautiful
Lkwungen territory on southern Vancouver Island. For
more information on Cultural Perspectives Training email
her at aleshah@ipsociety.ca and visit www.ipsociety.ca
IN Perspective, the Indigenous Perspectives Society
newsletter is published quarterly. For our publication
schedule and submission guidelines visit IN Perspective.

Happy Labour Day

Vancouver East

2572 E Hastings Street,
Vancouver, BC V5K 1Z3
Jenny.Kwan@parl.gc.ca
604-775-5800

Shane Simpson
Vancouver-Hastings
Minister of Social Development
and Poverty Reduction

Happy Labour Day
Don Davies, MP
Vancouver Kingsway
2951 Kingsway
Vancouver, BC V5R 5J4
604-775-6263
DonDavies.ca

2365 Hastings Street E.
Vancouver, V5L 1V6
604-775-2277
www.shanesimpson.ca

News

Landmark LRB Ruling by Labour
Relations Board a Victory for BC’s
Labour Movement
CPPNews-Vancouver

BC

’s Labour Relations Board (LRB) has upheld the right of the BCFED to use a “hot
edict” to put economic pressure on unfair employers during labour disputes. On
July 29, the LRB ruled on a challenge by Western Forest Products (WFP) that sought to
limit the scope of the hot edict and have it struck down.
Over 2,600 Steelworkers employed by WFP on Vancouver Island are on strike to save
their pensions, seniority rights and long-term disability from being cut by the company.
The BCFED’s hot edict, issued on July 10th, calls on affiliated unions across the province
to stand together with the striking forest workers by refusing to handle coastal lumber, logs
and wood products emanating from the struck unionized logging and sawmill operations
of WFP.
“This ruling recognizes and upholds the power of the labour movement to use a key
solidarity action to help one another during a dispute with an unfair employer,” said Laird
Cronk, President of the BCFED.
“BC’s labour movement took a stand for these workers and their families facing the
threat of losing their pensions. We hope this hot edict brings the company back to the
negotiation table without the draconian concessions.”
The LRB ruling is significant as it upholds not only the legality of the edict itself
but the ability of unions to treat goods, produced by a struck operation before the strike
commenced, as hot. “This ruling is a victory for working people in this province. It shows
when workers stand up for each other, we can make a real impact,” said Cronk.
A full copy of the Labour Relations Board ruling is available upon request from the BC
Federation of Labour.
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Shouting “Fire” on a Crowded Planet
Getting to Zero: Canada Confronts
Global Warming
By Tony Clarke
James Lorimer and Company Toronto
2018, 248 p0ages, $24.95
Review by Tom Sandborn

M

aybe we are dumber than rodents. Showing less
clear headed self protectiveness than a swarm of
lemmings rushing off a cliff, the people of the earth
are ignoring the imminent danger of climate change
that will, unless we take dramatic action, make human
civilization, such as it is, disappear.
At best, most of us take note of the latest set of
scientific warnings, shake our heads and post a comment
on social media. Our political masters either mouth the
moronic, corporate funded inanities of climate change
denial, a la Trump, or mouth hypocritical promises to
address the crisis while making it worse, a la Trudeau.
(Despite much rhetoric and many promises, the Trudeau
Liberals are presiding over a national regime that saw
Canada’s green house gas emissions spike upward again
in 2016, as our nation produces more of the climate
changing emissions per capita than any other G20 nation,
while our location on the edge of the Arctic means that
our emissions play a particularly dire role in driving
climate changes there at the top of the world.)
Neither climate change denial nor climate change
hypocrisy is a sufficient response, and it is up to us

to demand real changed behaviour in our homes, our
factories, our governments and our regulatory systems.
Unless the people of the earth wake up from our long,
self-indulgent slumber and take action, we will see a
climate catastrophe within the lives of our children and
grandchildren. Some of us may live long enough for our
grandchildren to confront us about our lethargy as the
flames of climate change burned ever higher. That should
make for some interesting family dinners!
To be fair, not everyone is asleep at the climate change
switch. The science of climate change is being improved
and sharpened every day, and some of our public intellectuals like Naomi Klein and David Suzuki have been
sounding the alarm and informing potential citizen
activists about what is at stake. Local groups, often led
by indigenous peoples, are blocking pipelines and fracking operations, and national and international NGOs
continue to lobby for sane regulatory changes. Many
Columbia Journal readers are veterans of these public
actions and remain committed to doing still more to save
our beloved planet from human induced firestorms of
warming and climate change.
The book under review here is addressed to us.
Tony Clarke’s Getting to Zero is a lucid, well researched
and thoughtfully composed call to action, spelling out
the most recent research about the dangers we all face
(or, more commonly, turn away from.) But Clarke, an
exemplary public intellectual, doesn’t just bemoan our
tragedy or berate Canadians for our collective failures.
He spells out a comprehensive plan for how activists

Bill Tieleman
President
Suite 305 – 1770 West 7th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6J 4Y6
Tel 604-844-7827 Fax 604-844-7828
www.weststarcommunications.com
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on the ground could mobilize and have an impact on
the upcoming Canadian and US elections and demand
effective emission controls, for one thing. He points to
existing resistance and public education projects and
suggests how local activists could join hands across the
country and around the world to create a truly global
and truly effective movement for eco sanity and social
justice, two goals, he argues persuasively, that must be
advanced together. He calls for radical reforms of the
climate change impacts in the energy, building and
transportation sectors and for ongoing efforts to see that
the changes we win do not end up abandoning workers
to unemployment and despair, or pretend to address the
crisis without taking into account the need to end white
privilege and misogyny, in our movements and in our
communities. His proposals are at the same time both
practical and breathtakingly ambitious. But desperate
times call for desperate measures, and this volume is a
roadmap we should all consider.
The beginning of the New Year is traditionally a time
for resolutions as we commit to more exercise, less fast
food and fewer cigarettes. This year, we would all be well
advised to resolve to read Tony Clarke’s challenging new
book, share it with friends, family and the people we work
with, and take some steps toward the comprehensive
organizing project he is championing. It is time to act
as if our lives depended on our actions, because they do.
Tom Sandborn lives and writes on unceded indigenous
land in Vancouver. He and his beloved grandson Nati
were both arrested at the gates of the Kinder Morgan
pipeline tank farm this year and he has been a climate
change and social justice activist most of his adult
life. He welcomes your feedback: tos656@telus.net

Commemoration

A Peaceful Rally
200th anniversary of the Peterloo Massacre
By Mike Schilling

O

n 16th August 1819 a peaceful rally of 60,000 prodemocracy reformers, men, women and children,
was attacked by armed cavalry resulting in 15 deaths and
over 600 injuries.
So reads the plaque commemorating the Peterloo
Massacre which took place on St Peter’s Fields in
Manchester, England 200 years ago in August. An unfamiliar story to many in Canada but as a young boy from
Manchester, this was part of the folklore I grew up with.
The history of my home city is not about the triumphs or
the trials of Kings and Queens but rather the lives (and
deaths) and struggles of a hard-working and industrious
people. The symbol of Manchester is the worker bee and
not only because of Peterloo, a seminal moment in the
movement for workers suffrage, but for the repeal of the
corn laws, the invention and progress of cotton mills to
help drive the industrial revolution, the birth of labour
unions and the cooperative movement - these were my
legends, my heritage and what made me proud to call
these people my own.
My father grew up in the, now-demolished, slums of
Ancoats – a part of the city Friedrich Engels described
in his 1844 Condition of the working Class in England
as containing ‘a vast number of ruinous houses, most of
them being, in fact, in the last stages of inhabitableness’.

Generations of my family who lived and worked on
these streets were lucky – they were most of the time
in work – however, the legacy handed down from
father to son, from mother to daughter was one of
working-poverty.
So why the history lesson? Simply because “those
who cannot remember the past are condemned to
repeat it”. The story of Peterloo is part of a shared
heritage for many Canadians with British roots but the
story of the struggle of working people is ubiquitous
and timeless. And it is as important and relevant today
as it has ever been.
No longer mounted Yeoman with sabres but we
still see the disenfranchisement of the poor through
manipulation of US census questions. No longer in
‘dark satanic mills’ but we see the same erosion of
workers’ rights with the explosion of precarious work
and the gig economy. No longer sent to the workhouse,
but we do see over a million Canadians relying on
foodbanks to feed their families.
As we commemorated the 200th anniversary of
the Peterloo Massacre, I look around and I am truly
grateful for the hard-won rights that my family and
I benefit from, in fact take for granted, but I also see
the hard road ahead. Even here in Canada, in our
communities, in one of the richest countries in the
world, I see people whose lot is not far removed from
the working people of two centuries ago. I see that if we
are not ever-vigilant in defending the rights of working
people, we are condemned to re-live our own Peterloo.

Essop Mia

Chartered Professional
Accountant
Hay & Watson
900 – 1450 Creekside Drive
Vancouver, BC V6J 5B3
Phone: (604) 734-1690

Mike Schilling, President and CEO,
Community Savings Credit Union
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Local 213
490 East Broadway
Vancouver, BC V5T 1X3
phone: 604-876-5213
fax : 604-872-8604
www.teamsters213.org
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Identity Politics, Revolution and
Counter Revolution: A New View?
Mistaken Identity: Race and Class in the Age of Trump
By Asad Haider
Verso
2018
Review by Tom Sandborn

I

dentity politics are on a lot of minds these days. Many of us on the liberal to left end of the
political spectrum, reflecting on the rise of Trump and other racist authoritarians around
the world, have wondered if identity politics (understood as political practice and theory
that focuses on various identities- race, gender, gender expression, etc., rather than class)
have somehow broken up larger, class based coalitions like the one that formed around
the New Deal in the US and left us all vulnerable to the toxic rule of anti-immigrant,
anti-woman, racist politicians who fatten on our divisions. Often, the centre left pundits
who advance this critique quote a concern voiced by American philosopher Richard Rorty
in 1998, when he wrote in his book Achieving Our Country:
“[M]embers of labour unions, and unorganized unskilled workers, will sooner or
later realize that their government is not even trying to prevent wages from sinking
or to prevent jobs from being exported. Around the same time, they will realize that
suburban white-collar workers — themselves desperately afraid of being downsized
— are not going to let themselves be taxed to provide social benefits for anyone else.
At that point, something will crack. The non- suburban electorate will decide that the
system has failed and start looking around for a strongman to vote for — someone
willing to assure them that, once he is elected, the smug bureaucrats, tricky lawyers,
overpaid bond salesmen, and postmodernist professors will no longer be calling the
shots. ... One thing that is very likely to happen is that the gains made in the past 40
years by black and brown Americans, and by homosexuals, will be wiped out. Jocular
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Review
contempt for women will come back into fashion. ... All the resentment which
badly educated Americans feel about having their manners dictated to them by
college graduates will find an outlet.”
Sound familiar? This passage is, like everything Rorty ever committed to paper,
eloquent and persuasive. But, as I argued in an earlier essay in the Columbia Journal
(http://www.columbiajournal.ca/17-09/index.html) it is wrongheaded in itself, and
Rorty’s eloquence has been inappropriately used by those on the center left who want
women, LGBT and racialized communities to shut up about their particular grievances in the name of re-building a utopian and largely imaginary grand Roosevelt
coalition led by union officers and progressive intellectuals, all presented as the best
way to defeat thugs like Trump at the ballot box.
Meanwhile, on the Right, identity politics are the targets of sneers and contempt,
often prefaced by the self exculpatory line “It may not be politically correct to say
this…” and leading up to ugly statements of sexism and racism. This critique from
the Right is easy to dismiss. It is just another self-satisfied expression of authoritarian
populism at its ugliest.
The critique from the center left cited above, while less patently hateful, is also
unpersuasive. Feminists and anti-racist activists did not create the identities that
inform identity politics. Nor did rights activists in LGBT communities. These identities are socially constructed along lines of power and oppression. Identity politics
activists are responding to terrible oppression that ranges from lethal force and
violence to daily insults, and are quite rightly demanding that their oppression end.
If you are looking for reasons that right wing populism is on the rise, look at the
changes to the world economy that have re-structured the global working class and
created a divisive gig economy. Both these factors work to erode solidarity and make
people feel more isolated and afraid.
In addition, the New Deal coalition that is invoked so lovingly in the Rorty
inspired centre left criticism of identity politics was never as utopian as it seems in
academic retrospect. Too often it allied with southern racists and ignored the just
demands of women and people of colour. If we want to defeat Trump and his global
accomplices, we need to look forward to a better world of universal emancipation that
is worth our dreams and our collective struggles, not back to the partial and compromised achievements of Democrats in the US and social democrats around the world.
That, at least, is the argument made by Asad Haider, a California based academic
and trade union activist in his challenging new book, Mistaken Identity. Haider, who
is a person of colour himself, argues that most of the discourse about identity politics
on the left is as unhelpful as the frank animosity toward such politics from the Right.
His critique of identity politics comes from the far left, and is uncompromising.
He argues that any political program that stops short of anti-capitalism is partial
at best, and leads to capitalism flexing to allow some women and people of colour
to rise into management, so to speak, with the Obama presidency as one heart
breaking example. A progressive capitalism may extend some much needed reforms
that primarily benefit the new elites from oppressed groups who serve to manage the
others who share their identities while “proving” by the power they wield that racism
or sexism have been eliminated.
What is required, he says, is not reform but revolution, a total restructuring of
society he calls universal emancipation. This will not be accomplished, he warns,
by allowing our masters to divide the class on race, orientation and gender lines, or
by expecting women, queers and people of colour to shut up about their particular
oppressions in service to class struggle. We have to learn, in short, to both walk and
chew gum at the same time politically, addressing all oppressions in a comprehensive
and holistic way. We need, he reminds us, program, strategy and tactics.
All of this is closely argued in a deeply researched essay that touches on black
history and working class history and ranges from Marxist theory to the little known
history of the Combahee River Collective, a group of black American lesbians based
in Boston who may have invented the phrase “identity politics,” to the Obama phenomenon and on to the Age of Trump. He focuses more on the social construction of
race than he does on women’s and queer issues, but he seems aware of the deficit in his
theoretical framework this creates, and gestures toward other voices like the women of
the Combahee River Collective as useful correctives to what he fails to address.
This is an important book of theory and analysis and should be read by anyone
who hopes we can emerge from our current orange tinged hell into a more human
society. Highly recommended.
Tom Sandborn, August 13, 2019, Tos65@telus.net

Columbia Journal sponsors
The Messenger at VIFF
TERRYFOX.ORG / 1.888.836.9786

This year the Columbia Journal will be sponsoring a documentary film, Jordan
River Anderson, The Messenger at the Vancouver International Film Festival.

See page 8 for details.
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One Day in the Life of
Noah Piugattuk
ZACHARIAS KUNUK
CANADA

Jordan River Anderson, the Messenger
ALANIS OBOMSAWIN • CANADA

Left to languish in a hospital for all of his short life while government agencies ducked responsibility,
Jordan River Anderson would ultimately leave behind a legacy for Indigenous children. However, Jordan’s Principle - which declares that First Nations children must receive equitable access to services
- might’ve been an empty gesture if not for activists’ dogged efforts to hold the Canadian government
to its word. In turns infuriating and empowering, Alanis Obomsawin’s 53rd film is essential viewing.

In the northern reaches of Baffin Island in 1961,
Noah (Apayata Kotierk) sets out on a traditional
Inuit hunt only to run headlong into progress
personified in the form of “Boss” (Kim Bodnia),
an emissary who’s come to make a proposition
on behalf of the Canadian government: assimilation in exchange for shelter and services. In the
extended showdown that ensues, Zacharias
Kunuk (Atanarjuat: The Fast Runner) crafts
unhurried yet urgent cinema that’s steeped in
fatalism and devastating ramifications.

Les Misérables
LADJ LY
FRANCE

Set in the same suburban Paris neighbourhood,
Montfermeil, used by Victor Hugo as the location
for the Thénardiers’ Inn in his Les Misérables,
debuting director Ladj Ly’s gripping, incendiary
police-thriller gives us a young cop, Stéphane
(Damien Bonnard), who joins an Anti-Crime
Squad team led by loose cannon Chris (co-writer
Alexis Manenti, superb) and is soon immersed
in a world of poverty and internecine power
struggles. When images of police brutality start
circulating, the s*** hits the fan…

Proudly presented by

Conviction

Reason

By the Grace of God

NANCE ACKERMAN, ARIELLA PAHLKE,
TERESA MACINNES
CANADA

ANAND PATWARDHAN
INDIA

FRANÇOIS OZON
FRANCE

India’s greatest documentary filmmaker, Anand
Patwardhan, responsible for such seminal titles
as In the Name of God and Father, Son and
Holy War, returns with this deep dive into the
volatile, violent world of Indian politics and the
rise of right-wing Hindu extremism in the era of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. This epic, brave,
impactful cri de coeur is based on painstaking
research, historical expertise, and access to
both the front lines and the “statesmen” pulling
the levers. Unforgettable.

When
François
Ozon’s
alternately
compassionate and angry drama about sexual
abuse and cover-ups in the Catholic Church
premiered in Berlin in February, the archbishop
behind the cover-up, Philippe Barbarin, was still
on trial in Lyon (he was convicted on March 7).
Ozon’s focus is on a quartet of abuse victims, led
by Melvil Poupaud’s family man, as the group
presses for action against the priest who abused
them and many others in the ’80s and ’90s.
“Superbly acted and highly controlled.” - Screen

What would you have needed in life to avoid
imprisonment? This deceptively simple question
fuels a filmic collaboration between directors
Nance Ackerman, Ariella Pahlke, and Teresa
MacInnes, and Nova Scotian prisoners Bianca,
Treena, Laura, and Caitlin. Using these women’s
diverse points of view to offer rare access to both
a compromised women’s correctional facility
and a broken criminal-justice system, Conviction
serves as a powerful call to support, rather than
punish, society’s most vulnerable.
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Stieg Larsson - The Man
Who Played With Fire
HENRIK GEORGSSON
SWEDEN

Many know Stieg Larsson as the author of the
“Millennium” trilogy, but many more are unaware
of his brave, dangerous life’s work as an investigative journalist tracking the rise of European rightwing nationalism. (In fact, Larsson considered
his fiction a mere hobby.) The journalism and
its impact are the focus of Henrik Georgsson’s
urgent, very well-informed, and very timely look at
Larsson’s groundbreaking exposés of right-wing
extremists, their financial supporters, and their
continuing spread.
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